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Job monitoring on DIRAC for Belle II distributed computing 
Y. Kato (KMI,Nagoya U.), K. Hayasaka (KMI, Nagoya U.), T. Hara (KEK),  
H. Miyake (KEK), I. Ueda (U. Tokyo/KEK) for Belle II computing group 

DIRAC CE 
WNs 

1.Check slots in a site. 

2.Submit pilot jobs to CE. 

Submit Belle II Jobs. 

Many steps →  Need to detect problems in each step 

Sometimes, CE reports incorrect # of running pilot 
jobs due to the problem of CREAM etc.  

In such cases, DIRAC  misunderstands site is full and 

stops to send jobs. This problem can be 

characterized by long-keeping-silent pilot jobs 

(long time since last communication with DIRAC). 

Pilot silent time distribution (in minutes). 

Red line shows the possible maximum 

silent time for normal pilot jobs. In this case, 

CREAM-CE recognizes finished job as running. 

Submission of pilot jobs to CE often fails  because of CE down 
 or problem on VOMS proxy etc. Pilot jobs are sent by  

“SiteDirector”  agent  but  activity  is  not  stored  in  DB.    DIRAC  agent 
 to monitor the activity of SiteDirector is developed and visualized. 

One site 

Each CE 

SiteDirector 

CheckAgent 

submit 

Analyze log 

Site 

https://ekptrac.physik.uni-karlsruhe.de/trac/HappyFace/ 

Submission to batch server often fails because of  

problem on the batch system. If it is failed,  

status  of  pilot  job  becomes  “Aborted”.   

At the beginning of the pilot job, DIRAC client is installed to 

communicate with DIRAC server. Then, sanity checks of the 

computing node are performed. If a problem is found, the 

pilot job stops immediately. 

Ex. CVMFS not properly mounted, disk full,  
      failed to download DIRAC client etc.. 

Pilot life time distribution (in minutes). 

Redline is possible minimum life time  

for normal pilot jobs. In this case, one of  

WNs does not have enough disk space. 

Payload jobs may fail with many reasons. For  
example, failed to contact meta data server 
(AMGA), failed to handle input/output files, 
and problem on program itself. 

“Job  efficiency”  for  each  site. 
Simultaneous failure for all the site  

means problem on central server. 

In this case, AMGA was down. 

• Belle II experiment is a next-generation B-factory at KEK in 

Japan, which will start for physics run  without vertex detector 

in 2017, where 50 ab-1 data sample will be collected for 10 

years, which corresponds to about 5x1010 BB-pair events.  

• We roughly need to handle 1MHS06 cpu resources ,100PB 

storage for one set of raw data and 100 PB one for MC/analysis 

data, finally. 

• In order to utilize these huge resources, we adopt distributed 

computing technique. 

SVD: 4 DSSD lyrs J 2 DEPFET lyrs + 4 DSSD lyrs 
CDC: small cell, long lever arm 
ACC+TOF J TOP+A-RICH 
ECL: waveform sampling, pure CsI for end-caps 
KLM: RPC J Scintillator +SiPM (end-caps) 

KEKB superKEKB 

• Belle II has adopted DIRAC as the distributing computing 

software framework, which can handle grid, cloud and local 

cluster resources. (http://diracgrid.org/) 

• CVMFS is used to provide Belle II software and libraries. 

• At the present, around 40 sites participates (LCG, OSG, HPC, 

cloud and traditional cluster) and more than 25K concurrent 

jobs are handled at peak. 

Introduction Belle II computing Monitoring 
・For the effective use of huge resources, a monitor system 

   for detecting problems quickly and identifying the source  

  is necessary. 

 

・In this poster, we introduce passive monitors, where  

  data existing in DIRAC DB are retrieved  and  then 

  processed and visualized to detect problems. 

 

 ・In some cases, necessary information are not stored in 

   DIRAC DB. In such cases, DIRAC agents which collect  

   information are developed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

・For active way, please visit poster by K. Hayasaka  

  (sessionB, poster 314, booth 18). 

DIRAC DB Monitor server 

process/ 

visualize 

・Developed at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology 

・Modular structure. 

・In the Belle II HappyFace instance, not only 

   for workload management issue but also 

   downtime etc are shown. 

Now, we can detect problems in each step! 
Automate the process (work in progress) 

・Next step is to identify reason (as much as possible) and inform/disable each site. 

・These process should be automated.   

・Combine with DIRAC Resource Status System 

Notice short  

pilot job exists. 

Download and 

analyze log files. 

Identify the reason and 

 problematic WN name. 

Check if the same problem 

happens for a long time in  

the same WN. 

Inform site 

via GGUS 

Disable the site 

Check problem 

is fixed. 

Enable the site 

HappyFace as a platform 1.Check slots in a site. 

3.Submit pilot jobs to batch system 4.Perform sanity checks 

2.Submit pilot jobs to CE 

5.Execute Belle II Jobs 

Example for  
sanity check failure 

Workload management flow in the DIRAC 

Possible to detect problems 

for sites with multiple CEs. 

Example of error message: 
[BLAH error: submission command failed (exit code = 1) (stdout:)  

(stderr:qsub: Queue is not enabled MSG=queue is disabled.] 

 

4. Perform sanity checks 

5. Execute Belle II Job 

                    ・ 

                  ・ 

Pilot Job 

We aim to resolve the problem quickly and maximize the availability of Belle II computing system! 

3.Submit pilot jobs to     

   batch system. 

BelleOperational status of the Belle II Time-Of-Propagation counter readout and data acquisition system 	
Maeda Yosuke (KMI, Nagoya Univ.) et al., for the Belle II TOP group	

10th International Workshop on Ring Imaging Cherenkov Detectors 
Russian Academy of Sciences, 29 Jul – 4 Aug 2018	

I. TOP counter and its readout system	

✓novel PID device to cover the barrel region 
of the Belle II detector 
✓measure timing of Cherenkov photons 
to reconstruct ring image 
✓fully operational since installation in May 2016 
àtalk by U. Tamponi at 10:05-10:30 Monday 

✓challenging requirements : 
excellent time resolution (<100 ps for each photon) 
    + high speed readout (30 kHz trigger rate) 
✓Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) 
for fast waveform sampling and digitization 
✓online data processing by Field Programmable 
Gate Array (FPGA) and on-chip processors 
✓each Subdetector  Readout Module (SRM) 
4 ASIC carrier boards 
 + 1 Standard Control for ReadOut and Data (Scrod) board 

II. specification of readout system	

✓developed by U. Hawaii group 
✓fast waveform sampling with switched capacitor array 
✓deep analog buffer 
to cope with Belle II L1 trigger latency (5 µs) 
✓selective readout to minimize digitized samples 
✓Wilkinson ADC for digitization 

III. operation history	

total # of channels	 8192	
# of SRM	 64 

à128ch/SRM	

expected occupancy	 2.5%	
input trigger rate	 30 kHz	

ASIC properties	
# of channels	 8/ASIC	
sampling rate	 2.7 GSa/s	
buffer depth	 11 µs 
ADC dynamic range	12 bits 

Belle II Time-Of-Propagation (TOP) counter	

Full waveform readout (2016)	
✓digitize all the samples for all the channels 
and readout full waveform 
J  robust, no bias 
L  very slow (<10 Hz) 
L  large data size 
L  short buffer 
✓used for stand-alone calibration runs 
and cosmic ray data taking 
✓timing performance : 
     30 ps electronics resolution 

Interim-Feature-Extraction (2017)	
✓feature extraction : readout only timing and pulse height 
        + short waveform only for channels with hits  
J  reasonably fast (< 500 Hz) 
J  deep enough buffer 
L  single hit per channel 
L  not fully pipe-lined 
✓combined data taking 
with other Belle II subsystems 

Production version (2018)	
✓close to design performance 
J fast readout (~20 kHz) 
J  multi-hit capability 
J  no dead time 
✓large calibration samples 
✓used in collision data taking 
in phase 2 operation 
✓stable operation with ≾1 kHz 
trigger rate 

TOP readout overview	

ASIC : Ice Ray Sampler Version. X (IRSX)  
7	  GeV	  e-‐	

4	  GeV	  e+	

endcap	  :	  
A-‐RICH	

barrel	  PID	

cosθc	  =	  1	  /	  nβ	

charged particle track	
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entry# = 4, slot08, pixel ID = 200

~100 ns	

online data processing with Zynq SoCs  
✓Z-7030 for each carrier board 
and Z-7045 for SCROD board 
✓asic control and communication with backend 
data acquisition system by programmable logic 
✓online-waveform analysis (feature extraction) 
in processing system 

✓readout performance is determined by firmware/software of SoCs, 
which has been developed step-by-step. 
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timing	

height	

cosmic ray data taking with 
additional trigger counter	

distribution of # 
of photon hits	

time difference of two test pulses 
 à 42 ps/sqrt(2) ~ 30 ps resolution	

IV. rooms for improvements	
Belle II TOP Detector Commissioning and Operation Oskar Hartbrich

(a) Simulated single photon waveform with
template fit.

(b) Expected time resolutions of the tem-
plate fit reconstruction and a constant frac-
tion discrimination method

Figure 3: Example of a template fit reconstruction of single photon pulses recorded by the TOP front
end electronics. The template fit offers a considerable improvement in hit time resolution compared to a
simple constant fraction technique, especially for low amplitude photon pulses. (T. Weber, University of
Hawaii/JGU Mainz)

4. Current Operation and Global Cosmic Ray Campaign

The TOP detector has been fully assembled into the Belle II enclosure in Summer 2016 and the
whole Belle II detector was successfully rolled into its final position in the beamline in March 2017.
Each TOP module has been commissioned and tested with laser pulses and cosmic rays before and
after its installation into the TOP enclosure. Combined calibration runs taken with the completed
TOP system with laser pulses and direct charge injection have been taken continuously since the
completion of the installation. A first global cosmic ray campaign combining the whole outer
detector of Belle II, consisting of the central drift chamber (CDC), the electromagnetic calorimeter
(ECL), the K-long and muon system (KLM) and the TOP detector was orchestrated during the
summer of 2017, in which millions of cosmic ray events were recorded. Example event displays
are given in Figure 4.

(a) Cosmic muon (b) Cosmic shower

Figure 4: Event displays recorded during the global cosmic ray campaign in summer 2017 with the outer
Belle II detectors and full solenoid field. Hits in the central drift chamber are drawn separated by stereo layers
as pink and teal dots. TOP hits are drawn as teal rectangles. Clusters in the electromagnetic caloirimeters
are shown as red bars.

Preliminary analyses of the hit efficiency of cosmic muons traversing a TOP module yield

3

cosmic ray data taking 
with drift chamber and 

calorimeter trigger	

hits in associated TOP modules	

~10 ns	

the first collision data	

photo	  sensor	  
(MCP-‐PMTs)	

SCROD	

carrier	

Frontend: Firmware Structure

8

V. summary and prospects	

template fitting in feature extraction	

trigger signal from Belle II 
global decision logic 

Belle II backend data 
acquisition system 

TOP trigger system 

Belle II TOP Detector Commissioning and Operation Oskar Hartbrich
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✓planning to implement waveform fitting in feature extraction 
✓expect improvement of timing resolution for low-amplitude photon hits 
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FIG. 6: x � t plot, expected PDFs and impact point diagram of a kaon candidate tagged by a D

?

decay.

Upper row: x � t plot superimposed to expected pattern in the pion (left, red), kaon (left, blue)

and proton (right, green) hypothesis. Each plot reports the corresponding log-likelihood value.

Bottom row: Sketch of the impact point and direction on the TOP bar. The coordinate system is

the one of the bar itself: with respect to the detector frame, z is unchanged, x runs along � and y

is the radial direction. The diagram shows the bar as seen from the outside looking towards the IP.

The impact point of the track is marked by a colored spot, whose size and color is proportional to

the track’s momentum. The short line pointing to the impact point represents the direction of the

incoming particle, projected on the bar surface: it’s orientation represent the actual orientation of

the track on the x� y plane, while its length is proportional to the cosine of the dip angle (i.e. the

angle at which the track enters the bar). Shorter lines are associated to dip angles closer to 90�,

i.e. to track that are entering the bar perpendicularly to its surface.

The parameters reported on the right side of the impact point diagram are, in order: slot ID

(1-16), the track momentum p, the polar angle ✓IP and azimuthal angle �IP calculated at the IP,

the coordinates x and z of the impact point in the bar reference frame, the dip angle ✓dip, and the

azimuthal angle in the bar frame, respect to the z axis (�dip).

8

An example of template 
fitting and expected timing 
resolution 
(T. Weber)	

Cherenkov ring image of  
kinematically tagged kaon from D* 

(U. Tamponi) 	

optimization of ADC parameters 	
✓slope of Vramp can be optimized to reduce a range 
of output values 
✓can help operation with high trigger rate 

✓Frontend electronics for Belle II TOP counter, where a lot of challenging 
requirements must be satisfied, was developed and now is fully operational. 
✓To achieve designed readout performance, much effort of firmware (FW) 
development has been made since detector installation.   
✓With the current version of FW, TOP readout system has been working 
successfully in phase2 collision data taking ; 1 kHz stable operation and we 
also confirmed that it can work at 20 kHz trigger rate 
✓Thanks to readout improvement, large calibration samples became 
available, which helped to understand detector and demonstrate initial PID 
performance with phase2 collision data. 
✓Further works to improve the performance are on-going. 

TOP FEE logical block diagram 

32 

SCROD board	

carrier board	

MCP-‐PMTs	

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Wilkinson analog-to-digital conversion process performed on one sample. 
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